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Chairman’s Column
The society’s AGM was held successfully on Saturday 12 June. For the 
second year in succession it was held online via Zoom, which has now 
become second nature to so many of us; the contrast to the 2020 AGM, 
when we were all new to these strange ways of doing things, was very 
marked. The full report on the AGM will be sent out with the November 
issue of The Mariner’s Mirror, as has traditionally been the case, but I 
would like to take this opportunity to highlight undoubtedly the most 
important item of business transacted at the meeting, namely the passing 
nem. con of the society’s new Articles of Association, our governing 
document. This had received the approval of the Charity Commission 
barely 48 hours before the AGM, but following the successful vote it has 
been lodged with both the commission and Companies House, meaning 
that all of our affairs are now governed by the new Articles. This being 
so, we have made the text of the Articles available in the members’ area 
of our website. It has always struck me as strange that the rules of the 
society have not been permanently accessible; after all, how can members 
reasonably be expected to propose or vote on amendments, or indeed to 
identify errors and omissions, if they cannot easily access the document in 
question? Having said that, I hope that members will refrain from going 
through the text with a fine-tooth comb in an attempt to find flaws – it 
was enough of a task to get the new Articles drafted and approved without 
having immediately to contemplate amendments!

By coincidence, a few days before the AGM I was studying some 
of the society’s archives in the Caird Library at the National Maritime 
Museum. Among other things, I came across a much earlier set of rules 
of the society (possibly from the 1950s) and thought I would compare 
these to our newly adopted Articles of Association. The length is very 
different – 26 paragraphs spread over four and a half pages or so – but 
some things have remained the same, notably two of the three guiding 
objects of the society which were adopted in 1910 and are still at the heart 
of everything we try to do. (The third original object, the ‘publication of 
a nautical encyclopedia or dictionary’, has resurfaced from time to time 
but finally sank below the waves earlier this century, its purpose largely 
usurped by the dreaded Wikipedia.) There are other ‘hardy perennials’ 
too, still the subject of angst-ridden debate at some of our meetings, such 
as the thorny old question of how long members whose subscriptions 
are in arrears should continue to receive copies of The Mariner’s Mirror. 
Other elements, though, have changed dramatically. Some members may 
look back with misty-eyed nostalgia to an annual subscription of one 
guinea, or may prefer an AGM date in late April rather than mid-June. 
Interestingly, too, the new Articles bring back certain provisions of the 
old which unaccountably slipped into abeyance over the years, notably 
the stipulation that members of Council and Vice-Presidents should take 
a ‘year out’ at the end of their terms before being eligible for election 
once more. The old rules also had almost entirely gender-neutral language 
throughout, a far-sighted policy that has made a long overdue return in the 
new iteration of the Articles!

I very much hope that the 2021 AGM will be the last meeting that we 
conduct entirely online. Our current plan, variants permitting, is that 
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the Council meetings in September and December will be conducted in 
person, and we certainly hope that this will be the case at the 2022 AGM. 
Having said that, the benefits of using Zoom have become apparent during 
the pandemic; as I mentioned in my February column, it is much easier 
for members in other countries, and in areas of the UK that are further 
from London and Portsmouth, to participate, and we are looking at ways 
of con tinuing a ‘mixed economy’ as and when ‘physical’ meetings resume. 
Moreover, I suspect that many of us have virtually ‘attended’ lectures and 
talks online which we would probably have been unable to get to if they 
had been held in a physical location in the traditional way. In my view this is 
one of the few positives to come out of the pandemic, and we hope that the 
society can soon offer a new benefit to members in the shape of Zoom talks 
on a wide variety of maritime topics, given by some of the eminent figures 
within our ranks. Further information will be announced in due course.

David Davies
Chairman, SNR 

Editor’s Notes

Welcome to the August edition of Topmasts. It comes at a time when in 
spite of the pandemic and the restrictions that come with it, the Society 
is rapidly moving forward. The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast has had almost 
50,000 hits since it started; look out for our own winter lecture series; 
and I am very pleased that the number of articles submitted to me for 
Topmasts is now a steady flow – please do keep them coming! Topmasts 
is an opportunity for maritime historians from the academic to those new 
to the subject (of whatever age or background) and the family historian to 
publish an article and give their work a wider audience. 

In this edition you can read about the oft-forgotten naval vessel class, 
the big-gun Monitor, frequently armed with the ‘cast off’ weapons from 
much grander units; the only remaining Canadian example of a workhorse 
of Second World War convoy escorts, the corvette, that remains afloat; the 
story of the only UK-built Leda class frigate still afloat, HMS Unicorn 
(1817); and the last, rather unusual, operational voyage of HMS Dampier 
in 1967. I remind the purists that the other Leda class frigate, HMS 
Trincomalee was built in Bombay.

The trend for fewer conferences and lectures in August’s Topmasts is 
enhanced by the pandemic, but I am pleased to point readers in the direction 
of a number of new exhibitions either planned or open in major maritime 
museums across the UK. And although not quite as many as in May, this 
edition carries notifications of a good number of new books by members.

I must also correct a couple of errors in the last edition. First, I 
commented that Ipswich was once the major UK port for the export of 
wheat. Ipswich Maritime Trust and Associated British Ports have pointed 
out that Ipswich remains the leading exporter of wheat in the UK. Second, 
John Johnson-Allen’s book Rosy Wemyss Admiral of the Fleet: The man 
who created Armistice Day is published by Whittles, not Writtles.

Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts

Nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk 

mailto:Nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk
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Bombardment in the First and Second World Wars
Specialist functions and specialist ships of the Royal Navy

Definition
Horses for courses has proved to be such a useful expression. Metaphorically 
it is appropriate in so many more situations than in its literal equine 
application when distinguishing between the two types of racehorse. So 
far as the Royal Navy is concerned, it is appropriately apt for the range 
and diversity of the different naval vessels within its employ during the 
twentieth century. This diversity grew dramatically from 1900 onwards 
through to the end of the Second World War.

Specialist warships were required for specialized tasks, as was the case 
with ship-to-shore bombardment, the requirements of which spawned a 
distinctive vessel, named the ‘monitor’ by the Royal Navy. 

The principle of the small, dedicated bombardment vessel with one or 
two medium or large guns was well established by the time the Royal Navy 
entered the First World War. There was a precedent. The river gunboat, 
that symbol of imperial authority, most times equipped with recycled 
ordnance, such as the ubiquitous 6-inch, had been active for some years 
in many parts of the world, from the rivers of China to the African coasts, 
wherever, in fact, British interests were at stake. These would continue to 
contribute to the Royal Navy’s bombardment tasks with their assortment 
of 6-inch, 9.2-inch and other weapons, during the First World War and 
well into the Second World War. Deserving as these small warships are 
for their story to be told however, this article focuses on a new breed of 
bombardment vessels, much heavier ones, that had their gestation in the 
first few months of the First World War. 

Evolution of the species ‘large monitor’
Looking first at the monitor’s raison d’etre, the objectives of bombardment 
were many and varied. These ranged from subjugation of coastal defences 
or naval installations to co-operation with allied land forces, by softening 
up prior to amphibious operations or aiding armour in its attack.

Form follows function. In the large monitor’s case, the particular needs 
of bombardment appear to have dictated what might be described as a 
distorted configuration, of sorts. In military and naval matters, however, 
appearances are often deceptive. Despite their old-fashioned look, 
particularly with superstructures that remained stubbornly in the style 
of the early 1900s, Royal Navy monitors proved to be eminently fit for 
purpose during the time they were in service, as will be demonstrated. 

Inheriting the traditions of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
bomb ketch and the nineteenth-century river gunboat, the introduction 
of Royal Navy monitors in the First and Second World Wars reflected a 
unique opportunity.

They were able to exploit stocks of surplus guns and turrets. Their 
availability reflected the size and power of the greatest naval nation before 
and arguably during the turn of the century. The arrival of the heavy 
monitor on the naval scene meant scarce capital ships could be released 
from the naval bombardment task. However, significantly, while the 
introduction of the monitor meant they could return to the important 
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fleet duties for which they had been designed, Royal Navy battleships 
on occasion continued to participate in ship-to-shore bombardment. For 
instance HMS Warspite, known for the excellence of its gunnery, softened 
up coast defences and then supported British and Canadian forces held up 
by counter-attacks in Normandy during and after D-Day in June 1944, 
accompanied by two Royal Navy monitors. Of equal importance was the 
cover provided by that battleship for amphibious landings in the Scheldt 
estuary at Walcheren in Holland, on 1 November 1944. This operation 
will be the subject of a future article.

The US Navy’s experience of bombardment
As a measure of the importance attached to specialist capital ships’ tasks of 
bombardment, dramatically demonstrated during their 44-month island-
hopping Pacific campaign in the Second World War, the US Navy kept 
two of its battleships, USS Wisconsin and USS Missouri, permanently in 
reserve after the war. The US Navy never supported the monitor concept, 
but significantly the two battleships were subsequently reactivated and 
performed the bombardment task during the Vietnam War. Brought back 
yet again as late as 1991, they supplemented their Tomahawk missiles 
attacks with 16-inch fire off Kuwait during the Gulf War. The retention 
of these phenomenally expensive pieces of naval hardware reflected, of 
course, the unequalled economic clout of the richest nation on earth. 

Monitors as vehicles for recycling
During the period of their commissioning and use monitors can be seen to 
represent an important and valuable recycling exercise, insofar as it saw the 
re-use of expensively produced but redundant capital ship components, 
namely heavy-calibre main armaments, sometimes complete with turrets. 
Proof, if proof were needed, of the benefits of arming new monitors with 
existing large-calibre gun already in stock lies in the surprising fact that 
two new monitors, HMS Abercrombie and HMS Roberts, were laid down 
and saw active service in the Second World War. In their case, specifically 
for the re-use of 15-inch weapons shipped from obsolete battleships. 

Evolution of the Royal Navy monitor
Ian Buxton, in his book The Eclipse of the Big Gun, suggests that the 
Royal Navy’s concept of its heavy monitor stemmed from the offer of two 
14-inch gun turrets made to the Admiralty by an American shipbuilder 
in November 1914. First Lord of the Admiralty Churchill and his First 
Sea Lord ‘Jacky’ Fisher had by this time been impressed by Royal Navy 
bombardment of the German army as it advanced through Belgium and 
promptly ordered the construction of four heavy monitors, tailor-made 
for the turrets and their guns. They enlisted the help of the Belfast yard of 
Harland & Wolff. Normally builders for the merchant marine, they were 
chosen to avoid further pressure on the fully booked naval shipyards. 
In the end the Belfast firm built three of the monitors at their Northern 
Ireland and Glasgow shipyards with a fourth laid down at Swan Hunters 
on the Tyne. 

The earliest heavy monitors used by the Royal Navy, these four vessels 
were the outcome of the availability of the four 14-inch twin-gunned 
turrets and were named after British military leaders. 
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The four new monitors were HMS Roberts, HMS Abercrombie, HMS 
Havelock and HMS Raglan. 

With a maximum elevation of 15 degrees and a range of 19,000 yards, 
the Admiralty must have perceived that this was a fairly modest return for 
the outlay for brand new ships, the more so since their steam reciprocating 
machinery, as installed, limited them to a maximum of well below 10 knots. 

The second batch included HMSs Lord Clive, General Wolfe, Sir John 
Moore, Prince Rupert, General Crauford and Prince Eugene.

Following hard on the heels of the Harland & Wolf/Swan Hunter builds, 
the Admiralty ordered eight more monitors. This time 12-inch turrets 
were recycled from four elderly battleships and with elevation capability 
increased from 15 to 30 degrees, and the guns were capable of achieving a 
more respectable range of over 21,000 yards. 

The third batch comprised HMS Marshall Ney and HMS Marshall 
Soult. These two ships benefited from the changes which took place at 
the shipyards resulting in the release of two twin 15-inch turrets from 
HMS Repulse and HMS Renown during their conversion to battlecruisers. 
Named for French generals by Churchill, perhaps as a goodwill gesture to 
further cement the entente cordiale, these monitors unlike the others were 
twin-diesel powered, again, unfortunately, with the consequence of low 
performance at around 6 knots. 

HMS Erebus and HMS Terror 
Arguably the best-remembered of the heavy monitors, these were laid 
down for the Royal Navy early in the First World War and certainly 
qualify alongside Warspite for the long-service medal. Launched in 1916, 
well after the outbreak of war, they reflected the experience of their class 
in action. Both were built by Harland & Wolf, the work split between the 
firm’s Belfast yard and that on Clydeside. Of 8,000 tons displacement, these 
ships mounted two ex-battleship 15-inch guns in a single turret, topping 

Figure 1 Artist’s impression of the armament and armour of monitors HMS ‘Erebus’ and HMS ‘Terror’. Both ships 
have armoured underwater bulges to hulls (Author’s artwork)
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a considerably exposed barbette on their fore decks. With improved 
performance both could make 12 knots and they brought to the monitor 
fleet the added benefit that the main armament could elevate from 20 to 30 
degrees, thus increasing its potential range to almost 30,000 yards.

As would be expected, the vessels differed very little from each other in 
specification terms, coming into service at a cost of approaching £550,000 
each. Principal duties for the two monitors involved bombardments off 
the Belgian coast, with successful effects at Ostend, to the extent that the 
damage at that port eventually denied the Germans its use as a naval base.

HMS Terror was deployed to Singapore and the Far East in the 
interwar period and was briefly based as part of the defences of Malta, 
after the outbreak of the Second World War. She then saw action with 
the Mediterranean Fleet later in the 1940s, supporting the Eighth Army 
along the North African coast, wearing out her 15-inch gun barrels in 
the process. Eventually, however, she fell victim to the Luftwaffe while 
bombarding Bardia in February 1941. Like other Royal Navy units in that 
theatre at the time, her anti-aircraft armament of 4-inch guns and smaller 
ordnance proved inadequate when faced with skilled attacks by Ju 88 dive 
bombers.

HMS Erebus saw more action but fortunately was blessed with better 
luck. After attempts by the ship to disrupt Atlantic Wall construction by 
shelling works at Calais in September 1940, she was posted to the eastern 
Mediterranean. From there she was dispatched to the Indian Ocean later 
on in 1942. Operation Torch in early 1943 saw her in attendance off the 
North Africa coast. Here she sustained serious bomb damage. Repaired 
back in the UK, she returned to the Mediterranean and, accompanied by 
the newcomers HMS Abercrombie and HMS Roberts, was in action off 
the coast of Sicily during the Operation Husky landings. Early July saw 
the three ships providing useful firepower for several weeks expending 
hundreds of 15-inch rounds against military targets inland, when 
supporting the Allied advance across the island. The ship saw further action 
off Salerno during allied landings there later in the year. Bombardment 
took a heavy toll of the monitor’s armament. Accordingly HMS Erebus 
then returned to Britain for a well-earned refit with replacement guns. 

Figure 2 Royal Navy bombardment supporting the Allied landings on D-Day (Author’s artwork)
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Many military and naval units were withdrawn from the Italian 
campaign to participate in the Neptune component of Operation 
Overlord. Monitor firepower was at a premium since, unlike the case 
with Operations Torch and Husky, the amphibious landings were against 
one of the most powerfully defended coastlines anywhere. HMS Erebus 
joined a total of four British and three US battleships with other vessels off 
the Normandy beach head, contributing fire support against Cherbourg 
batteries threatening the US Utah sector.

A measure of the contribution made by Erebus is the fact that she, 
together with HMS Roberts, contributed almost a third of the total rounds 
expended by the British capital ships during those engagements. The fire 
support of Erebus continued for several weeks. Spotting fighters of the 
Second Tactical Air Force, together with Royal Navy forward observation 
officers, guided monitor bombardment, the accuracy of which caused 
disruption to the retreating German forces several miles inland. 

With the battle for Normandy moving north-east along the coast, a 
further opportunity for bombardment by HMS Erebus was presented at 
Le Havre where she carried out counter-battery operations.

With the 21st Army Group at the end of the year, turning east towards 
the Rhine there was no longer any need for Erebus’ specialist services, but 
not before her swan song off the Belgian coast in November 1944, when 
with HMS Warspite she successfully challenged heavy coastal batteries 
resisting the Special Service Brigade Commando landings at Walcheren 
in the Scheldt estuary. Like many other Royal Navy units, the veteran 
warship outlived the coming of peace for a short period, but went for the 
torch in 1947 thus ending a distinguished career in two World Wars. 

The 18-inch monitors
Representing the largest-calibre gun ever fitted in warships, an opportunity 
to create further monitors with such a fearsome weapon, was presented 
in the final period of the First World War. This came about due to the 
conversion of the battle cruiser HMS Furious into an aircraft carrier. Its 
single-turreted 18-inch weapons were installed in the two monitors, HMS 

Figure 3 Bombardment supporting the Walcheren landings on 8 November 1944. Navigation of the west Scheldt was 
hampered by shallows and minefields (Author’s artwork)
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Lord Clive and General Wolfe, replacing their 12-inch ordnance.
The weight and bulk of the newly turreted weapons militated against 

the swivelling of their turrets, requiring the ships themselves to be swung 
to the appropriate headings for accurate aim. Their contribution proved 
to be limited and of short duration. The two ships fired fewer than 100 
rounds in the September of 1918 when supporting Allied advances on the 
Western Front.

HMS Abercrombie and HMS Roberts
Laid down as a new monitor, inheriting a previous First World War name, 
HMS Abercrombie’s keel was laid at John Brown’s yard after the beginning 
of Second World War. Also built during this period, the sister ship HMS 
Roberts incorporated the 15-inch turret of HMS Marshal Soult. Both 
vessels had an upgraded specification from previous heavy monitors. With 
approaching 5.000 eshp in hand, their engines gave a speed of 12 knots, 
3–4 inches of armour shielded the deck and engine room and over 30 anti-
aircraft guns of different calibres ranging from 4-inch to 20-millimetres 
gave enhanced defence against air attack. They presented a more modern 
appearance than their predecessors with more sheer to their hulls, a storm 
bow and an HMS Nelson-type bridge superstructure. 

Abercrombie joined HMS Erebus and her sister ship HMS Roberts 
to assist in Operation Husky in June 1943. Both the Second World War 
monitors went up the coast of Italy, adding their weight to the landings 
at Salerno. Sustaining mine damage, the ship spent the second half of 1944 
and the first half of 1945 under repair and was too late to take part in the 
last few weeks of the Pacific War. 

Conclusions
The many instances of the re-use of existing ordnance from redundant 
warships in new monitors, represented a very cost-effective method of 
exploiting the availability of otherwise surplus guns or turrets.

Born from a special need for might be called marine artillery, the heavy 
monitors reinforced the concept of naval guns contributing to military 
operations on terra firma, not only immediately prior to amphibious 

Figure 4 HMS ‘Lord Clive’, one of the heavy monitors with 18-inch guns (Author’s artwork)
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landings, by providing highly effective softening up assistance in highly 
defended situations such as Hitler’s much vaunted Atlantic Wall, but also 
as follow-up sea-borne artillery participating in actions on land where 
they could be targeted to aid the advance of armour. Thus tasked, this 
released capital ships for their intended strategic role. In addition, being 
of shallower draft, they were usually less vulnerable than the larger ships 
when navigating the vagaries of inshore shoals and other coastal obstacles. 

All in all, it will be seen from the foregoing that the heavy monitors 
proved to be a very effective weapons platform. There is no doubt they 
more than justified their cost when commissioned, and their use by the 
Royal Navy in the locations and conflicts at which they participated 
during both the First and Second World Wars. 

Jim Humberstone
Member, SNR

HMCS ‘Sackville’ K-181

The Royal Canadian Navy entered the Second World War with a small 
navy and with pressure on the Atlantic convoys supplying the UK, the 
they needed more ships and crews. Crews could be found, albeit woefully 
inexperienced. Ships presented another problem. 

The dockyards in Canada had limited experience of warship building but 
the UK’s Smith’s Dock Co. Ltd had a corvette design based on a whaling 
trawler that fitted the capability and the need. Known as the Flower class 
in the UK, 123 were built in Canada, mostly in 1941 and named after 
towns. A total of 269 were built including the UK ones, making it the core 
escort vessel throughout the war. 

The Flower class ships were 205 feet long with a displacement of 

Figure 1 A defiantly unstaged shot of a weathered Sackville on convoy duty in 1943. A partial upgrade had been done 
with a Type 271 radar in the lantern forward of the funnel and removal of the minesweeping kit to free up space for 
the depth charge stowage (Photograph DND CN3557)
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940 tons. Designed for 29 crew it ended up with close to 90. The Royal 
Canadian Navy’s design had a broader quarterdeck for minesweeping. 
The main gun was a First World War 4-inch firing a 31-pound shell 12,000 
yards. Eventually 100 depth charges were carried, and launched from two 
throwers on each side and two rails at the stern. Anti-aircraft defence 
initially comprised eight ineffective Lewis guns in pairs. 

The absence of a gyro compass limited it to a basic ASDIC 123A while 
the magnetic compass would drift off and no repeaters could be fitted. 
Radar was a Canadian SW1C (later an SW2C) that was just starting to be 
issued. It was useful for navigating if land was in range and for tracking 
a convoy especially in poor visibility but limited at locating low profile 
U-boats. Its main strength was air search.

The Flower class corvettes were both remarkably safe in bad seas and 
equally awful to sail in. They rolled terribly but recovered well, unlike 
some of the crew.

Launched on 15 May 1941 Sackville underwent sea trials from October 
with her proper crew not boarding until January 1942. Her first convoy 
was HX175 passing without incident to the UK. Issues cropped up with 
the crew who were removed en masse. At that time HMCS Baddeck was 
in port for refurbishment providing an available crew under the command 
of Lieutenant Alan Easton, a proven escort commander. Easton took over 
on 6 April and quickly brought the ship up to standard.

On 15 May Sackville joined the Mid-Ocean Escort Force (MOEF) as part 
of Canadian Group C3 (known as the Barber Pole Group), comprising two 
destroyers and two more corvettes shuttling convoys from Halifax to the 
UK with Londonderry as its eastern base. Easton made ten crossings and 
despite the U-boats returning to the central Atlantic from the Caribbean 
only two merchant ships were lost. Sackville did not participate in any 
U-boat sinking but the true measure of success was getting the material on 
the ships through safely.

Lieutenant Angus Rankin took over on 10 April 1943 with the ship 
now in MOEF Group C1. This Royal Navy/Royal Canadian Navy mixed 
group escorted six convoys without incident. In September 1943 a swap 
was made to Escort Group 9 which operated as a support group moving 
from one threatened convoy to another. It can be assumed that Sackville 
was well regarded to have been given this role.

Sackville was in the middle of the early use of the German homing 
acoustic torpedo (GNAT) with HMS Lagan, HMS Itchen and HMCS St 
Croix all being sunk close by. Sackville quickly had a protective towed 
noisemaker (acoustic decoy) fitted. Initially this was the British Foxer 
later replaced by the lighter and easier to deploy Canadian CAT. Sackville 
went to dry dock for repairs resulting from nearby GNAT detonations.

At the end of February 1944 she underwent a $660,000 modernization 
– twice the cost of original ship – in Galveston, Texas. She was so rusty at 
this point her nickname was the ‘Gravy Boat’. The foc’sle was extended 
creating more internal space and passageways and making the ship much 
drier. The wiring was upgraded allowing the fitting of a gyro compass and 
an improved 127DV ASDIC set. The latter allowed use of the Hedgehog,  
a forward-throwing anti-submarine weapon. The ship finally had a proper 
anti-submarine set-up. 

The ship returned to Halifax before heading south again to Bermuda 
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for working up prior to rejoining the Atlantic run. One of the two boilers 
developed persistent problems that Londonderry could not solve. On 
return to Halifax it was decided that the cost of a new boiler was excessive 
with adequate escorts on hand. A brief spell as a training ship was followed 
by conversion to a harbour loop maintenance vessel effective 21 May 
1945, speed not being a requirement. Harbour loops were laid to detect 
the passage of a U-boat from its magnetic field. Loop cables were stored 
in the space left following the removal of the damaged boiler. At the end 
of the war 94 of 113 corvettes were decommissioned. Sackville was saved 
by its leaking boiler.

Post-war
After the war she was with the Department of Naval Defence where her 
antiquated steam boiler proved usefully quiet for acoustic research work. 
Oceanography surveys followed alongside various refits. Several knife-
edge calls were made between Sackville and other ships, but despite her 
age she usually proved to be best value for money. The mid-1970s saw her 
back to defence research then finally she stepped down in 1982 after 40 
years of service.

In Halifax plans had been afoot from 1979 to identify a centrepiece 
museum vessel with a three ship option. Two were destroyed in a Caribbean 
storm leaving just Sackville.

Fund-raising commenced and various restoration plans considered. 
The original 1941 (as saw most action) or the post-1944 modernization? 
The latter proved to be easier and therefore cheaper. A combination of 
charity funds and commercial companies working at cost brought the 
project to life. By October 1983 she was at the dock with a sound hull 
while work began on dismantling the substantially altered superstructure 
to be replaced with the 1944 replica.

The focus then moved to fitting out. Nothing of note from the original 
was left onboard and a search had to be undertaken far and wide to gather 
original items from museums, scrapyards and collectors. An example was 
the Irish Navy supplying a pom-pom (quick-firing 2-pounder gun)and an 
ASDIC hut. The main 4-inch gun was obtained from a Canadian museum 
via a swap for another gun. Depth charge throwers had been used by the 
Royal Canadian Navy for other purposes and only recently retired. They 
were reconverted and supplied along with 50 fabricated depth charges by 
a Royal Canadian Navy engineering unit. Radio hams found kit and fitted 
the radio room.

She was recommissioned into the Royal Canadian Navy designated 
as the Canadian Naval Memorial in May 1985. Since then she has been 
on display at the Halifax harbour side each summer and open to visitors 
greeted by an enthusiastic team of volunteers.

Current restoration
Having been in constant use she had been dry-docked about every five to 
eight years for an inspection of the the hull and underwater fittings. As 
time passed several areas were cut out and replaced most notably in the 
bow and stern areas. When the ship was lifted out of the water in 2018 it 
was decided to do a thorough assessment of the state of the hull plating 
– primarily the structure and the thickness of the underwater portion. 
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The latter was gridded in roughly one-square-foot sections and thickness 
measurements were taken. Finally, after about three months the hull 
looked like a giant chess board with numbers indicating plate thickness as 
well as frame placing. 

The prognosis initially was not promising. The medium- to long-
range solution to the hull thinning problem was the removal of the 1940s 
steel plate and replacing it with new steel plate of roughly quarter-inch 
thickness. An expert marine salvager was enlisted to look at the hull. He 
was confident that such a process was feasible and knew it had been done 
on several former US Navy vessels. The trust’s problem in 2018 was that it 
had neither the resources nor the time to reskin the ship. Was there a partial 
solution that would buy a few years with the limited resources available? 
Though not a standard process for long-term repair, it was decided that 
the current underwater portion of the hull could be double plated. In 
addition the framing on the inside could be strengthened to provide a base 
for a reskinning of the ship five to ten years down the road. The doubling 
of the plate has added a negligible amount to the ship’s displacement from 

Figure 3 Left, HMCS ‘Sackville’ out of the water and right, having the extra hull plates applied. (Photograph courtesy 
of Sandy McLaren)

Figure 2 A restored HMCS ‘Sackville’ underway in June 2020. Compare this to the photograph from the Second 
World War (Photograph courtesy of Douglas Struthers, Canadian Naval Memorial Trust)
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a stability point of view, but it ensures watertight integrity until the hull 
can be reskinned. Part of the problem stems from the corvette’s simplicity 
of design as she has no longitudinal structure other than her decks. The 
structural strength of the hull is therefore carried by the plating itself and 
that is why the plating is such an important component to this design. 
Approximately 30 per cent of the underwater portion of the hull was 
double plated during the 2018 docking with the remainder being completed 
in winter 2020/21 with a float-up date of May 2021. 

‘Just for the Hull of it Campaign’ 
The ship has bought herself a little time, but knowing full well what lies 
ahead the trust will be busy the next few years raising C$12 million for the 
eventual reskinning of the ship as well as the fitting of an active cathodic 
protection system. The good news is that this final phase of repairs should 
take the ship well into the next couple of generations of volunteer crews.

You can own a piece of HMCS Sackville’s original steel in the form 
of a key chain. These are a lasting keepsake of the ship’s rich history and 
can be obtained for C$7.50 each plus postage by contacting the ship’s 
Chief Engine Room Artificer, Pat Devenish at devenishp@yahoo.ca with 
proceeds going to the reskinning of the hull.

Acknowledgements
Thanks for input from Patrick Devenish, Chief ERA (current), Marc 
Milner and Doug Struthers.

Further reading:
The Canadian Naval Memorial Trust https://hmcsSackville.ca/
Easton, Lt Cdr rcn(r) A., 50 North (written 1945, published London, 1963)
McKay, J. and J. Harland, The Flower Class Corvette Agassiz (St 
Catherine’s cn, 1993)
Milner, M. HMCS ‘Sackville’ 1941–1985 (Halifax ns, 1998)

Paul Marks
Member, SNR

Figure 4 Left, HMCS ‘Sackville’ undocking after her refit, her mast yet to be fitted and right, back in her berth, with 
her mast shipped (Photographs courtesy of Douglas Struthers, Canadian Naval Memorial Trust)

mailto:devenishp@yahoo.ca
https://hmcssackville.ca/
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The History and the Future of HMS ‘Unicorn’
Arriving in the City of Discovery in 1873, HMS Unicorn has been a 
Dundee landmark for almost 150 years. Originally designed as a frigate 
of the Georgian Navy, Unicorn spent most of her working life as a ship in 
reserve. In 1968 she was taken into the care of the Unicorn Preservation 
Society (UPS) and today remains one of the oldest surviving ships in the 
world. As Unicorn approaches her 200th anniversary, the UPS is working 
tirelessly to guarantee the ship’s future and provide a dedicated berth for 
the vessel within the developing waterfront of Dundee.

Building HMS Unicorn

Ordered on 21 July 1817, HMS 
Unicorn was designed as a classic 
British frigate.

Frigates were classified by the 
Royal Navy as Fifth Rate and were 
built to undertake reconnaissance 
missions and patrol trade routes. 
Not as large as First Rate ships of 
the line, frigates were faster and 
more manoeuvrable, and became a 
pillar of the Georgian navy. Admiral 
Nelson himself famously declared, 
‘Was I to die this moment, “Want of 
Frigates” would be found stamped 
on my heart’.

HMS Unicorn was designed to carry an armament of 46 guns and a 
complement of 300 men. A Leda class frigate, her design was based on the 
Hébé, a French frigate which had been taken as a prize by HMS Rainbow 
in 1782. In all 47 Leda class frigates were built between 1805 and 1832, 
and two have survived into the twenty-first century, HMS Unicorn and 
her sister ship HMS Trincomalee (1817), preserved in Hartlepool by the 
National Museum of the Royal Navy. 

The ship’s keel was laid down in February 1822 on no. 4 slipway at 
Chatham royal dockyard. Her construction was overseen by Sir Robert 
Seppings, Surveyor of the Navy (1813–32), who included many of his own 
design innovations such as a circular stern, wrought iron diagonal riders 

Figure 1 HMS ‘Unicorn’ today, berthed in Victoria 
Dock, Dundee

Figure 2 Original plans for 
Unicorn’s circular stern, held at 
the National Maritime Museum, 
online at https://collections.rmg.
co.uk/collections/objects/81814.
html, object ID number 
ZAZ2023.

https://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/81814.html
https://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/81814.html
https://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/81814.html
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and wrought iron knees. Built during the height of Britain’s industrial 
revolution, Unicorn is a unique example of the transition from wooden 
craftsmanship towards modern iron shipbuilding.

After two years of construction, HMS Unicorn was launched on to the 
River Medway on 30 March 1824.

A ship in ordinary
By the time Unicorn was completed, Pax Britannica (the long era of relative 
peace for the great powers from the end of the Napoleonic Wars to the 
outbreak of the First World War) had begun, so she was not required for 
service. Consequently, the ship was placed into reserve or ‘ordinary’, and 
the roof that we see today was fitted to protect the hull from rainwater. 
HMS Unicorn is the only remaining example of this once common practice.

The ship’s protective covering is the reason she has survived for so long 
and has ensured that she is the most original old warship still in existence, 
with over 90 per cent of her original timbers.

Unicorn spent these early years anchored at Chatham with just a small 
dockyard crew to perform necessary basic maintenance. From 1857 to 
1862, Unicorn was loaned to the War Department as a powder hulk for use 
at Woolwich Royal Arsenal. She was moved to the Thames and manned 
by shipkeeper James Middleton, reportedly living on board with his wife 
and young children.

Dundee’s Training Ship
By the second half of the nineteenth 
century, steam propulsion and the rise of 
the ironclad had made Unicorn obsolete 
as a fighting frigate. However, rather 
than being sold or scrapped, the ship 
was given a new lease of life 400 miles 
north in the developing industrial city of 
Dundee.

Dundee required a new training ship 
for her Royal Naval Reserve (RNR) unit, 
numbering upwards of 1,000 recruits and 
by far the largest unit in Scotland. The 
RNR had been established in 1859, as a 
response to a serious naval manpower 
shortage during the Crimean War.

Unicorn was refitted for training purposes and arrived on the River Tay 
on 9 November 1873. When visited by a local journalist the following year, 
he commented, ‘Unicorn has internally been almost entirely transformed 
from a dirty, dingy, and disorderly state to one of cleanliness, cheerfulness, 
and first-rate order . . . a group of hardy-looking, barefooted tars are busily 
washing the deck, and putting everything in order’.

The ship continued to be an RNR training establishment until she was 
passed on for use by the newly established Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve 
(RNVR) at the start of the twentieth century. Used for training recruits 
until the late 1960s, Unicorn is proud to have seen thousands of men and 
women from across Scotland serve as naval reservists on board.

Figure 3 HMS ‘Unicorn’ in her training ship 
days, lit for the 1953 Coronation
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Unicorn and the World Wars

Although Unicorn never fired her guns in anger, the ship’s naval recruits 
served bravely during both World Wars.

The outbreak of the First World War in 1914 saw a few of Dundee’s 
RNVR ‘ratings’ (enlisted recruits) drafted straight to sea service. However, 
the Admiralty had many more reservists than they had ships for, so 156 of 
Unicorn’s officers and ratings, still wearing navy blue, found themselves 
in the trenches at the Western Front. Absorbed into the greatly expanded 
Royal Naval Division, they then went on to fight at Gallipoli, in the 
Balkans and the battlefields of northern France.

It was not only the men of HMS Unicorn who served their country 
during the wars. At the beginning of the Second World War, the ship 
became a training centre for the Women’s Royal Naval Service (WRNS). 
Established in 1917, the WRNS became the first branch of the armed 
services to recruit women. Between 1940 and 1945, over 1,500 WRNS 
trained on board Unicorn, including radio operators, meteorologists, 
coders and boat crew. They were fortunate enough to be visited by both 
Dame Vera Laughton-Matthew, the director of the WRNS, and King 
George VI and Queen Elizabeth.

Figure 5 Photograph taken  on the occasion of the visit of 
Dame Vera Laughton-Matthew, director of the WRNS, to 
‘Unicorn’ during the Second World War

Figure 6 Artist’s impression of Unicorn’s potential berth in the East Graving Dock in Dundee 
(Illustration by Nicoll Russell Studios)

Figure 4 The muster of the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve 
of the ‘Unicorn’ on the outbreak of war in 1914
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The future of HMS Unicorn
On 26 September 1968, the ship was handed over by the Ministry of Defence 
to the newly formed Unicorn Preservation Society (UPS). The charity was 
established to protect, conserve, and interpret HMS Unicorn, ensuring 
that future generations could enjoy this unique piece of Dundonian and 
British naval history.

The UPS is currently seeking major funding to move the ship into 
Dundee’s East Graving Dock as part of a proposed maritime heritage 
centre on the city’s waterfront. This will be a major undertaking, and 
initial surveying and structural modelling work is currently underway.

Designated as being of ‘Outstanding International Significance’ and the 
equivalent of the ‘best Category A Listed Building’, HMS Unicorn has 
never been closer to having a long-term home. Now as she approaches her 
200th anniversary, Unicorn requires the support of as many individuals 
and organizations as possible to ensure the safeguarding of this invaluable 
piece of Britain’s naval heritage.

If you would like to find out more about HMS Unicorn and help to 
support her into the future, please head to www.hmsunicorn.org.uk.

*** Unless otherwise stated, all photographs are from HMS Unicorn’s 
own collection.

Finlay Raffle 
Volunteering, Engagement and Learning Officer at HMS Unicorn

HMS ‘Dampier’: 
The Royal Navy’s last seagoing sailing ship?

On 23 December 1967 the survey ship HMS Dampier returned to 
Chatham after spending almost all of her 20-year career in the Far East. 
Nothing unusual about that – apart perhaps from such a prolonged time 
on one station – but what was unusual was the way she returned. Because 
Dampier spent part of the voyage home under both steam and sail, making 
her possibly the last sea-going sailing ship in the Royal Navy. (The diving 
support ship Reclaim, which was decommissioned in 1979, occasionally 
wore fore-and-aft sails, but these appear to have been mainly used to 
prevent yawing during diving activities, rather than for propulsion.)

Dampier was named after the explorer and privateer William Dampier 
(1652–1715) who, among other achievements, was the first man to 
circumnavigate the globe three times, and the first Englishman to explore 
and map parts of Australia. The ship was originally ordered on 23 January 
1943 from Smiths Dock Company, Middlesborough, as the Loch class 
anti-submarine frigate Loch Eil. However, following the laying of the keel 
on 7 August 1944 the order was changed and the ship was launched on 15 
May 1944 as the Bay class anti-aircraft frigate HMS Herne Bay. Following 
the end of the Second World War, fitting out was suspended and the ship 
was towed to Chatham, where work recommenced in July 1946 to convert 
her to a survey ship. Three other Bay class frigates, HMSs Pegwell Bay 
(ex-Loch Mochrum), Luce Bay (ex-Loch Glass) and Thurso Bay (ex-Loch 
Muick), underwent the same evolution, becoming the survey ships HMSs 
Cook, Dalrymple and Owen, respectively.

After commissioning on 4 May 1948, Dampier sailed from Devonport 

http://www.hmsunicorn.org.uk
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on 22 June, bound for Singapore via the Red Sea and Indian Ocean. She had 
to make an unscheduled stop at Gibraltar to repair damage caused during a 
rough passage, and on 27 July was diverted to search for a B29 aircraft that 
had crashed on taking off from Khormaksar, Aden. Sadly, no survivors 
were found, and the Dampier eventually reached Singapore in August 
1948. For the next 20 years, she was primarily engaged in oceanographic 
and hydrographic surveys around the coasts of Malaya, Borneo and Hong 
Kong, with annual refits at Hong Kong and inspections at Singapore. 
While on passage to Hong Kong for refit in 1951, she encountered 
typhoon Amy, with wind speeds of up to 80 knots. Her commanding 
officer reported, ‘Beautiful behaviour in a sea way, with dry foc’sle but 
very wet quarterdeck. Little pounding, but needed to keep revolutions for 
9 knots to hold required course.’ 

There seems to be some evidence from contemporary records that survey 
work may not always have been popular with the crews, with a number of 
disciplinary problems being reported. In particular, the third commission 
(1952–54) was marked by a higher number of punishment warrants than 
would have been expected for offences including drunkenness, leave-
breaking and in one case (a petty officer in the stores department) negligent 
cash accounting. Similarly, during the following commission, four ratings 
were court martialled for offences ranging from using insulting language 
to striking a superior officer. Furthermore, surveying work ashore may 
have been stressful at times: on several occasions, the ship’s log reports that 
‘the presence of snakes presented problems!’ In compensation, however, 
work on remote sites was often relatively easy, requiring little supervision, 
making such assignments an attractive prospect. Also, in March 1959, 
Dampier’s commanding officer recommended that local leave in Hong 
Kong should be offered in the middle of each commission to all ships’ 
companies of survey ships operating in the Far East. This was intended to 
offer some compensation, in a more comfortable climate, for hard work 

Figure 1 HMS ‘Dampier’: full load displacement, 2571 tons; length,307 feet 3 inches; beam, 
38 feet 6 inches; draught, 12 feet 9 inches; propulsion, two Admiralty 3-drum boilers, 4-cylinder 
vertical triple expansion reciprocating engines (2 shafts); speed, 19.5 knots; complement, 133; 
armament, 4 x 3-pounder saluting guns, minesweeping gear aft. (Photograph courtesy of Imperial 
War Museum FL 11325)
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during hydrographic surveying duties. To put this into context, during 
the 12 months up to December 1959, 5,300 hours of boat work were 
logged, while between July and December of the following year Dampier 
spent only six days in harbour. In addition to her survey work, Dampier 
participated in search and rescue operations, ceremonial events such as 
the 1953 Coronation celebrations at Sandakan (Malaysia), exercises with 
other Royal Navy ships on the Far East station, and anti-piracy activities.

Eventually, on 5 October 1967, Dampier left Singapore for the last time, 
bound for the UK via the Sunda Strait, Mauritius and Simonstown. However, 
on 28 November, following an exercise with the ship’s boats, it was found 
that the starboard propellor was no longer turning. Subsequent inspection 
showed that the shaft was broken. An extempore rig was devised to secure 
the propellor to the A-bracket, allowing Dampier to reach Freetown on 
one engine. Unfortunately, Freetown did not have the facilities to make 
the necessary repairs and, with Christmas only three weeks away, Dampier 
would be unable to make the 3,000-mile voyage home in time on one 
engine. At this point, somebody (it is not known who) had the idea of using 
sails to augment engine power when winds were favourable. Accordingly, 
a jury foremast was rigged and a set of three lug sails were made from 
cloth awnings and hoisted on 11 December, with a suit of square sails being 
added four days later. The crew quickly became adept at the sail-handling 
skills familiar to previous generations of seafarers, and Dampier made good 
progress through the Atlantic and into the English Channel. The sails were 
lowered and the jury foremast struck before arriving off the Goodwins, 
and Dampier reached Chatham on 23 December, to be met by Flag Officer 
Medway and the Hydrographer of the Navy.

This eventful voyage marked the end of Dampier’s career. She paid off 
at Chatham on 31 January 1968, and was reduced to reserve. A year later, 
on 17 January 1969, she was towed to Belgium for breaking up. She was 
the last of the four sisters to be decommissioned, the others having been 
withdrawn from service between 1964 and 1968.

Michael Shaw
Member, SNR

Figure 2 HMS Dampier under sail. Source: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/
DvFemU2WoAA1GY4.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DvFemU2WoAA1GY4.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DvFemU2WoAA1GY4.jpg
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Remembering the Final Commission of 
HMS ‘Centaur’ 1963–5, Part 1

We sailed from Portsmouth 
on 21 December 1963 
for a year’s deployment 
in the Far East. Twenty-
four hours later, we were 
exceeding ‘full’ power with 
the backs of her boilers 
glowing red. Her designed 
80,000 shaft horse power, 
had her shaft torsionmeters 
showing over 100,000 horse 
power making good over 28 
knots. SS Lakonia was on 
fire east of Gibraltar with 
British nationals onboard.  
Many merchant ships were 
standing by as we arrived 

on the scene to take charge of the rescue operation. With Lakonia, an 
abandoned burning hulk, all we could do was to retrieve bodies. This 
was done by our boats’ crews dragging bodies over the side - a dramatic 
experience for our young 17 year olds that made up the crews. Flight 
deck crews were receiving bodies collected by the ship’s SAR helicopters.  
Hercules, a salvage tug arrived to tow the still burning Lakonia to Gibraltar.

Centaur headed for Gibraltar to land 50 bodies on Christmas evening.  
This was after the medical department had recorded details of the bodies; 
our dentist had the unenviable task of recording their teeth fillings, etc.  
Cause of death in many cases was broken necks from wearing large cork- 
filled life jackets and jumping from the high-sided Lakonia. Our seamen 
sewed them into canvas bags while we continued making passage to 
Gibraltar. Among the bodies was a father with five family passports in his 
pocket; a ship’s engineer in white overalls had a large adjustable spanner 

Figure 1 HMS ‘Centaur’ in 1964

Figure 2 24 December 1963, SS ‘Lakonia’ on fire with HMS ‘Centaur’
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and £2,000 in white £5 notes. Lakonia, the Greek tourist liner, eventually 
sank while under tow on 29 December; 128people had died.

At the time, I was the senior engine room watchkeeping officer, also 
responsible for damage control, ending my time 18 months later as the 
ship’s engineer officer charged with putting Centaur into reserve; she 
would never sail again. From April 1964, I was also the ship’s diving officer 
with opportunities to dive at Gibraltar, Malta, Aden (repairing the shark 
nets at Tarshyne beach), Mombasa (it included collecting crayfish for our 
admiral’s dinner party), Trincomalee, Singapore, Hong Kong, Philippines, 
and the east Malaysian island of Pulau Tioman where we were landed 
to check anchored RFAs for limpet mines each morning; the ‘war’ was 
known as the Indonesian Confrontation. My diving would leave me with 
happy memories after that dramatic start to the commission.

*** All photographs are from the author’s own collection.
John M. Bingeman

Vice-President, SNR

Figure 3 25 May 1965 ‘Centaur’ divers at Istanbul with the open to visitors’ hanger display. The author, the ship’s 
diving officer) is on the far right. 
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An Alphabet of Ship Modelling
‘C’ is for Compasses

USS Texas is the only surviving Super Dread-
nought battleship in the world, now berthed 
at St Jacinto Bay, Texas. The wheelhouse and 
instrumentation is amazingly simple, given 
that this battleship took part in both World 
Wars and has a very distinguished career record 
under her belt.

What is perhaps, not so obvious, is that the 
external cladding of the wheelhouse is made 
from sheet brass, in order not to influence the 
compass readings.

I like to start with the drawing board, 
preferably sketching in a figure standing 
alongside for scale. Physical drawing allows you 
to think through the processes of production of 
any miniature 
item. The first 
concern is the 

hood of the compass bowl. Before I owned 
a lathe, I made them from the ‘knuckles’ 
of old brass drawer handles, because they 
already had the hole drilled in them as a 
location for the drawer handle, and with a 
little judicious use of a metal burr, it was 
possible to bore out the interior, a process 
well known to dentists on a much smaller 
scale.

Gripping hold of the brass knuckles 
while trying to mill them out is achieved 
by the use of an ‘engraver’s vice’. This 
is a useful device whose ‘dog’s’ can 
grip hold of almost any irregular shape 
without damaging the surface. An 
engraver would most likely use this 
holding on to the handle which supports 
it, but you can also unscrew the handle 
and mount it in a vice or a lathe chuck, 
w h i c h 
makes it 
even more 
versatile.

Casting a binnacle and compass bowl 
together in a centrifuge, or even just using a 
gravity mould, is another possibility. Serious 
modellers, making batches of castings 
together may well find a centrifuge pays off 
financially from the original quite expensive 

Aboard the USS ‘Texas’, 1911

Engraver’s vice

Casting a binnacle and a compass bowl
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investment. The pattern 
in this case, is a simple 
example of a compass 
binnacle and hood (placed 
at 4 o’clock in the mould ) 
for six compasses cast for 
a series of Thames Barges, 
along with other items .

I had planned to use the 
compass card from Nare’s 
Seamanship, but when 
miniaturized, it became 
too detailed and confused. 
This is an interesting 
phenomenon in modelling 
when items are so reduced, 
they cannot clearly com-
municate the message to the 
onlooker, and it is better 
to simplify, simply from a 
point of view of clarity. 

A simple image for the compass 
card proves to be more effective; the 
picture on the right shows a particular 
compass, made in a lathe, was placed 
on the bridge of SS Discovery model.

It was a while before I discovered 
that to make a really effective 
compass hood, the shape of the hood 
has to be larger in diameter than the 
binnacle on which it stands, and the 
hood is not perfectly round. It has 
to be formed into what I will call 
a ‘squashed ball.’ When this shape 
is applied, it assumes the form of a 
doughnut, and when faced off with 

the linisher, gives the correct 
ellipse shape to the protective 
glass. Historically speaking, 
compass development required 
the largest diameter of bowl 
possible to accommodate the 
compass card, which was always 
hard to read by candle light.

A most attractive compass card taken from ‘Nare’s Seamanship’ (7th 
edn)

Compass hood
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Binnacle and compass bowl/
head matched up to the builder’s 
plans of HMS Gannet in the 1885 
version of the ship, showing both 
the helm and the ship’s compass- the 
latter elevated. The voice pipe and 
the telegraph are both nominated. 
Note also the outline of the adjacent 
Armstrong 5-inch central pivot gun 
and it’s barrel running parallel with 
the stanchion rail aft.

On the right, the 
ship’s compass in the 
foreground of the model 
of HMS Gannet, lit as 
though dusk is falling, is 
separated from the helm 
compass lying aft. This 
strange arrangement 
aboard HMS Gannet 
(as seen in 1885 and 
as restored in 2000 at 
Chatham) came about as 
a result of the addition of 
a covered quarter deck, following a major refit from the original design 
in 1878. It meant a transfer of all the navigational fitments away from the 
helm, requiring a voice-pipe and a ‘syren’ as well as the engine telegraphs, 
to be remounted on the upper deck. The helm compass is detailed with the 
compensating iron spheres and Flinder’s Bar, all of which were in use by 
this period of naval history. 

The possible influence of the deck mounted Vavasseur CP guns (5-inch 
Armstrongs) in terms of magnetic forces acting on the delicate mechanisms 
of the compasses continues to puzzle me, particularly as they were trained 
at different angles when brought to action stations? Any ideas?

*** All photographs from the author’s collection.
William Mowll
Member, SNR

Editor’s Note
Readers may remember the article in Topmasts 34, May 2020, about the 
model of SS Archimedes made by William Mowll. The ship has now 
undertaken her sea trials off North Kent and the film of the occasion is on 
Youtube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDhcTtlMgj8 

Builder’s plans

The elevated position

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDhcTtlMgj8
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SNR News
Distribution of ‘The Mariner’s Mirror’

Members will recall that there was a very long delay in sending out the 
printed edition of the February 2021 edition of The Mariner’s Mirror. We 
eventually received notification that the journals had been sent out on 17 
March but there appears to be a great deal of disparity as to who received 
theirs and when.

It has come to our notice that some members have still not received their 
copy. With this in mind, may I ask that those of you who have not received 
your hard copy of the February 2021 edition of The Mariner’s Mirror 
to contact Helen Garvey, our Membership Secretary, please, on helen.
garvey@snr.org.uk She will collate the replies and re-order the required 
amount of journals needed from the publishers so they can be sent out.

Our apologies once again for these delays but I am sure you will 
understand that the publishers, printers and distributors are doing 
everything possible to keep, not only us, but everyone else they deal with, 
supplied with the appropriate journals.

Alistair Roach
Hon. Secretary, SNR

The Collingwood Collection
The Defence Electronics History Society has reported 
that the HMS Collingwood Collection has closed. 
The collection of radar and communication sets, 
navigation aids and its archive are to be moved off site 
at the earliest opportunity to store in a new location, 
perhaps to Yeovilton; at this future location it will 
come under the management of the National Museum 
of the Royal Navy (NMRN). The collection is being 
moved so that the space it occupies can be used as a 
Centre of Excellence for trainees and trainers. 

The Centre of Excellence has a ‘ready for use’ date 
of 31 August 2021. Notice to quit was issued on 28 
March 2021, leaving little opportunity for careful 
packing of the valuable artefacts, including the radar 
from the Graf Spee and perhaps the only known Type 
271 radar in the UK, the first operational centimetric 
radar in the world. 

Nick Hewitt, head of NMRN Collections and Research, has stated 
that NMRN is working closely with the Royal Navy to ensure that the 
collection will be recovered, preserved intact and held safely, and that in 
due course public access to the collection will be greatly improved. Until 
now the collection has been held within HMS Collingwood, where access 
to the collection has become ever more difficult due to the increased need 
for security.

http://www.rnmuseumradarandcommunications2006.org.uk gives an 
account of the Collingwood Collection and for readers who attended a 
course at HMS Collingwood there is a large collection of course photos 
on the site. An honourable mention for the first reader who can find the 
course attended by the editor!

The ubiquitous B40 Communi-
cations Receiver (Courtesy of the  
Collingwood Collection)

mailto:helen.garvey@snr.org.uk
mailto:helen.garvey@snr.org.uk
http://www.rnmuseumradarandcommunications2006.org.uk/
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The Anderson Fund
SNR Anderson and Tomlin Funds Grant Applications 2021

Anderson Awards
Name Institution Subject Award
Justin Razell University The application of meritocracy £1,500
 of Greenwich for naval officer selection 
  during the Interregnum, £113
Dr Philip Reid Independent A Boston schooner in the Royal
 Maritime Navy: commerce and conflict in
 Historian maritime British America, 1768–72

Conferences   
Dr Ann Coates Naval  Dockyards and Baltic £1,000
 Dockyards  campaigns (1721–2021):
 Society comparisons and transform 
  ations
  Live streamed 27 March 2021
Total   £2,613

Tomlin Awards
British Commission for Maritime History
Kings Maritime History Seminars  £250
New Researchers  £500
Maritime History North  £500 
Total   £1,250

The committee considers applications for grants in February. Applications 
are welcome any time between 1 September and 15 January. For full details 
of what the Society supports and how to apply, see https://snr.org.uk/
grants/ 

John Ross
Secretary, Research and Programmes Committee, SNR

Medieval Barges, Peterborough Cathedral 
and the SNR Forum

Recent items in the Forum, involving medieval barge activity, are to be 
warmly welcomed. The subject is of considerable interest although, in 
general, it seems to have attracted less attention than might be expected.   
Perhaps this brief Topmasts note will ‘help matters along’.

Early in the 1990s I was invited on to a committee which was concerned 
with fresh arrangements for Peterborough Cathedral’s visitor centre. My 
role involved the medieval barge traffic that brought great quantities of 
stone for the construction of what became the cathedral. In the resulting 
correspondence, particularly valuable comment came from Gillian 
Hutchinson, curator of archaeology, National Maritime Museum, 
Greenwich. She included this witty and concise observation, ‘Information 
about inland water transport in the Middle Ages is intermittent and 
disproportionate in volume to the building stone which we know was 

https://snr.org.uk/grants/
https://snr.org.uk/grants/
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moved’. These words, supported by regional colleagues of that time, led 
me to conclude that, to a large extent, only tentative findings could be 
produced. In due course, the committee accepted this approach.

Late in 1992, an article of mine was published by the Northamptonshire 
Record Society, ‘Medieval Barge Traffic and the Building of Peterborough 
Cathedral’ (Northamptonshire Past and Present 8, 255–61). This article 
emphasised ‘the shortage of direct and clearcut evidence’ regarding several 
aspects, but it examined such questions as possible routes at different 
times, and the possible role of portages, etc. There was also consideration 
of what might be termed ‘a possible stone barge type’. This was clearly 
indicated as ‘tentative’: it involved a hull length of about 9 metres, with a 
cargo weight of 8 tonnes or so, on a laden draught of less than one metre.   
A type of coda, dealing with cargo matters, was published by the SNR a 
year later (The Mariner’s Mirror 79, 458–60).

For myself, the question of Peterborough Cathedral and stone barges 
was simply an episode, and other calls on my time have prevented me from 
taking the matter further. However, during the intervening years various 
comments and requests for information have reached me from time to 
time. It will certainly be of interest to see just what comes to light as a 
result of current SNR activity.

H. J. K. Jenkins
Fellow, SNR    

Editor’s note
If any reader can provide information about the carrying of stone in 
medieval barges, either on the River Nene or elsewhere, please contact the 
editor.

Notices
An Australian Research Resource

Following thee publication of my note in the last edition of Topmasts I 
noticed that the National Library of Australia had, for some unknown 
reason, changed its home page so a detail in the note (Topmasts 38, May 
2021, Notices, pp 31/32, para 5) is out of date. It should now read,

Go to the home page of the National Library of Australia, https:// 
www.nla.gov.au/ and under the ‘Using the Library’ heading, select 
‘Research tools and resources’ where you will see the link to the 
‘Australian Joint Copying Project’ to go to the portal’s home page; 
EITHER search using keywords OR browse via the online Finding 
Aids, in the PRO and M series. The site is vast and not for the faint-
hearted. 

John Seymour
Canberra, Australia
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Calls for Papers
Continuity and Change in the Indian Ocean 

in an Age of Uncertainty

12-13 November 2021, Sheridan Institute of Higher Education and the 
Western Australian Maritime Museum

Sheridan Institute of Higher Education, in partnership with Australian 
Association for Maritime History and the Western Australian Maritime 
Museum, will host the second biennial Indian Ocean Studies Conference 
on 12–13 November 2021. The theme of this year’s conference is Continuity 
and Change in the Indian Ocean in an Age of Uncertainty, and will be 
held in Perth, Western Australia at the WA Maritime Museum (on Friday, 
12th) and Sheridan Institute (on Saturday, 13th).

The biennial Indian Ocean Studies Conference provides an important 
venue for researchers, scholars, policy-makers, students and the general 
public to meet and share their thoughts and ideas on this significant region. 
The conference will facilitate presentations and discussions focusing on 
the sub-themes of maritime history and trade, education and communities, 
faith and culture and defence and political science. Presenters are encouraged 
to shape their papers and presentations around these themes and to engage 
with the latest research on the Indian Ocean region. A variety of interactive 
conference opportunities will be provided so delegates can mix, network 
and learn from each other in a stimulating and dynamic setting.

We welcome scholars with a research interest in any of the above 
topics to submit abstracts for individual papers and/or panel proposals 
for the conference. Instructions on abstract submission, participation, and 
registration can be found on the conference website: https://sheridanicon.
weebly.com/

For more about the Australian Association for Maritime History: aamh.
asn.au or contact info@aamh.as.au

https://sheridan.edu.au/
https://aamh.asn.au/
https://aamh.asn.au/
http://museum.wa.gov.au/museums/maritime
http://museum.wa.gov.au/museums/maritime
https://sheridanicon.weebly.com/
https://sheridanicon.weebly.com/
https://sheridanicon.weebly.com/
https://aamh.asn.au/
https://aamh.asn.au/
mailto:info@aamh.as.au
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Conferences
The Problem of Piracy II

An interdisciplinary conference on plunder by sea across the 
world from the ancient to the modern

4–6 August 2021, online conference
The study of piracy brings with it several interpretational problems and 
questions. As a global phenomenon that has lasted millennia, even defining 
piracy historically is difficult. Its meaning depended on distinctive legal 
and customary perceptions of predation at sea by diverse communities, 
kingdoms and empires. Scholarship on piracy and maritime predation has 
blossomed in recent years, but scholars still struggle to look at it with broad 
enough perspective. In August 2021 the second conference of the Problem 
of Piracy Network will explore the problem of piracy and its study across 
various chronological, geographical, and disciplinary barriers.

The Problem of Piracy Network formed in 2019 to investigate these 
and other questions in an inclusive, collegial environment. We welcome 
anyone studying any aspect of piracy and maritime predation from any 
time, place or discipline. The network brings together a wide range of 
postgraduate, early career, and senior researchers from various disciplines. 
In addition to holding conferences, the network hosts online seminars and 
seeks publication opportunities for exceptional work.

For further details and in due course joining instructions, please see: 
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog 

Annual Conference: Identities, nations, seas
Centre for Port and Maritime History

9–10 September 2021, online conference
Much of the history of maritime art has been reflective of how (national) 
identities were and are formed through (often uneasy) relationships 
with the sea. Recent studies, such as Andrew Lambert’s Seapower States 
(2018), have indicated that maritime-focused nations have been marked 
out from continental ones by distinctive political and business structures 
as well as cultures from ancient to contemporary times. In a current age 
of resurrected maritime geopolitical and economic competition between 
nation states we are reminded that national rivalries have often been played 
out at sea. In the twentieth-century era of decolonization, meanwhile, new 
nation states frequently viewed the development of their own military and 
merchant marines as key symbols of sovereignty, while seafarers and port 
workers enjoyed a leading role in struggles for independence. By the same 
token, however, maritime communities and port cities have frequently 
developed cosmopolitan, internationalized identities at variance with or 
in opposition to the nations and empires they have variously been part 
of. Hence, the conference seeks to be as much about maritime resistance, 
alternatives and ambivalence to national narratives as it is concerned with 
the construction of national identities through sea-orientated cultures, 
communities and activities. In encouraging the presentation of current, 
cutting-edge research on the history of maritime-linked national identities, 
the conference theme is deliberately broad in scope. 

https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog/call-for-papers-2021/
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog/
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog/
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog/
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog
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Conference programme and abstracts at: https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/
research/centres-and-institutes/centre-for-port-and-maritime-history/
events 

Register for the conference at https://buyonline.ljmu.ac.uk/conferences-
and-events/ljmu/conferences 

Registration is £5 for waged delegates and free for unwaged delegates.
Registration closes on 7 September and the link to join the online events 

will be sent to the email address used at the time of registration on 8 
September.

2021 McMullen Naval History Symposium
23–24 September 2021, US Naval Academy, Annapolis md
The 2021 McMullen Naval History Symposium, organized by the history 
department of the United States Naval Academy will take place on 23–24 
Septyember 2021 covering topics related to American or world naval and 
maritime history. 

This year’s symposium will be held in person on the grounds of the 
Naval Academy. There will be a limited number of virtual options for 
presenters who are restricted from international  travel due to Covid-19.  
Further details on virtual panels will be provided at a later time. Online 
registration is open now. 

Further information on the 2021 McMullen Naval History Symposium 
is available online at www.usna.edu/History/Symposium . Specific 
inquiries may be directed to the symposium director, Dr Virginia 
Lunsford, PhD, or the deputy director, Commander Stan Fisher, USN, 
PhD navalhistorysymposium@gmail.com 

Autumn 2021 Conference

Friday 22 October 2021, The Athenaeum, Church 
Alley, Liverpool

The conference on Three Admirals who individually 
changed the role and strategy of Sea Power world wide 

will open with a tribute to the memory of Professor Eric Grove which will 
be given by each of the speakers who both worked with him and studied 
under his guidance over many years

1030  Registration and coffee
1100  Alison Telfer rd rnr Welcome and Opening Address 
 Tributes to Professor Eric Grove by the speakers

1140  Professor Andrew Lambert, Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan 
usn, the inventor and evangelist of Sea Power

1230  Lunch

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/research/centres-and-institutes/centre-for-port-and-maritime-history/events
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/research/centres-and-institutes/centre-for-port-and-maritime-history/events
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/research/centres-and-institutes/centre-for-port-and-maritime-history/events
https://buyonline.ljmu.ac.uk/conferences-and-events/ljmu/conferences
https://buyonline.ljmu.ac.uk/conferences-and-events/ljmu/conferences
https://www.usna.edu/History/Symposium/
mailto:navalhistorysymposium@gmail.com
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1330  Captain Jeremy Stocker ma phd rnr, Grand Admiral Alfred 
von Tirpitz Imperial German Navy and the ‘Tirptiz Trap’

1415  Dr Scott Lindgren, Admiral of the Fleet Sir John Arbuthnot 
Fisher, First Baron of Kilverstone, the Myth and Reality

1500  Alison Telfer rd rnr Discussion chaired by
1515  Dr David Davies, Chairman of the Society for Nautical 

Research, Vote of Thanks
1530  Close

Contact Alison Telfer rd rnr at treasurer.mhn@gmail.com 

Exhibitions
HQS ‘Wellington’, The Embankment

South Asian Seafarers: In war and peace

25 July–31 October 2021, open Sundays and Mondays from 1100–1700  
There is still so much that we do not know about the service of South 
Asian seamen on merchant and naval ships during the First and Second 
World Wars. Their essential service on passenger liners is also fast fading 
in popular memory. Even people of South Asian heritage in Britain are 
not always aware that earlier generations of their family served at sea. For 
this exciting new exhibition, the Wellington Trust has drawn on existing 
research, teamed up with experts from the University of Portsmouth and 
the National Maritime Museum in Greenwich, and done important work 
with families of South Asian heritage in London to bring personal histories 
to life.

The exhibition spans 400 years and sets personal stories in a broad 
historical context, looking at the contribution South Asian seafarers made 
to British shipping over this long period. South Asian seamen, formerly 
known as ‘lascars’, worked on ships of the East India Company from the 
seventeenth century when they helped to sail vessels back to England. In 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries they served on passenger liners, 
notably for P&O and British India shipping companies. Commonly, 
several generations of the same family worked for these companies, who 
had no trouble filling crew vacancies. And yet lascars received less pay 
than British or European sailors, lived in cramped accommodation, and 
often worked in difficult conditions.

The contribution of South Asian seamen in both twentieth-century 
World Wars has yet to be fully acknowledged. This exhibition offers 
valuable insights into their service and helps to raise awareness of forgotten 
histories. Unusually, the role of the Women’s Royal Indian Naval Service 
during World War Two is also detailed in this exhibition.

For more information and booking details https://www.
thewellingtontrust.org/whats-on/south-asian-seafarers-exhibition/ 

mailto:treasurer.mhn@gmail.com
https://www.thewellingtontrust.org/whats-on/south-asian-seafarers-exhibition/
https://www.thewellingtontrust.org/whats-on/south-asian-seafarers-exhibition/
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Chatham Historic Dockyard
Hidden Heroines: The untold stories of the women 

of the Dockyard

29 May to 31 October 2021

Hidden Heroines: the untold stories of the women of the Dockyard 
celebrates extraordinary women in Chatham Dockyard’s history who 
campaigned for change, fought against the odds and whose impact left a 
lasting legacy.

Featuring stories from the first ladies of the Spinning Rooms and Sail 
and Colour Loft to tales of women boarding warships masquerading as 
men and the invaluable female workforce that kept the home fires burning 
during two World Wars.

Brought to life in the No. 1 Smithery gallery and through a supporting 
digital exhibition, Hidden Heroines brings together a fascinating collection 
of stories, objects and photographs for the first time. The exhibition has 
been created by a group of Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust’s ‘Women 
of Today,’ Helen Brown, Lynnette Crisp, Alexandra Curson and Victoria 
Mulford, along with a ‘Man of Today,’ Stephen Billington.

For more information and booking details see: https://thedockyard.
co.uk/whats-on/hidden-heroines/ 

National Maritime Museum Cornwall
Hegarty’s Boatyard: a photographic exhibition 

by Kevin O’Farrell of the last surviving 
traditional wooden boatyard in Ireland

Until Sunday 5 September
In this era of volume-produced fibreglass boats, Hegarty’s yard exists in a 
world that is fast disappearing – one where skills and traditions are passed 
down from one generation to the next, and beautiful hand-crafted boats 
are made with passion and integrity. Hegarty’s yard is the only boatyard 
in Ireland that has produced such a wide range of hand-crafted wooden 
boats over the last 25 years, enabling the revival of the once-lost fishing 
yawls of West Cork. Hegarty’s is the last echo of a long tradition of boat 
building in Ireland that once took place all around the coast.

This exhibition is a celebration of all traditional wooden boat builders 
but most especially the wonderful craftsmen of Hegarty’s Boatyard.

My work captures the essence of a process by recording it through 
a series of images, creating a visual narrative. The process involves 
impartially observing how events unfold in front of the camera. When 
people are involved in an activity, they forget about my presence and 
so the work continues without being influenced by my camera. In 
effect, this practice means that more time is spent standing around 
waiting for events to unfold than actually taking photographs. And 
so the advice of my course director David Hurn, given to me as a 
young student of photography in Newport, South Wales still holds 
true – ‘always have a good pair of shoes!’ 

Kevin O’Farrell, photographer
https://nmmc.co.uk/2021/04/hegartys-boatyard/ 

https://thedockyard.co.uk/whats-on/hidden-heroines/
https://thedockyard.co.uk/whats-on/hidden-heroines/
https://nmmc.co.uk/2021/04/hegartys-boatyard/
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Scottish Maritime Museum in Dumbarton
Woven Waves: The Jutland tapestries

Open now until 19 September
Award-winning tapestry artist Katie Russell weaves together naval history, 
ground-breaking technology and art to explore the largest ever naval 
conflict, the battle of Jutland, in her new exhibition Woven Waves: The 
Jutland tapestries which is now open at the Scottish Maritime Museum on 
Castle Street, Dumbarton.

Through Woven Waves: The Jutland tapestries, Katie reflects on what 
was, arguably, the world’s largest naval battle in which over 250 ships and 
100,000 men clashed off the west coast of Denmark’s Jutland peninsula on 
31 May 1916.

The exhibition also features extraordinary shipwreck images revealing 
what became of the warships that vanished during that fateful battle.

The images, which were a key inspiration for Katie, were captured using 
multibeam echo scanning technology on the seabed during the 2016 Battle 
of Jutland Centenary nautical archaeology expedition. The expedition 
was led by nautical archaeologist and historian Dr Innes McCartney of 
Bournemouth University in collaboration with the Sea War Museum 
Jutland and Danish marine experts JD Contractors A/S.

The exhibition is included in museum admission. Up to three children 
go FREE with each adult admission. For more information go to https://
www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/poignant-tapestry-weavings-and-
shipwreck-images-offer-new-perspective-on-the-battle-of-jutland/ 

Scottish Maritime Museum, The Linthouse, Irvine Harbourside
When the Glass is Half Full: 

Glass ships in bottles exhibition

Saturday 11 September 2021–Sunday 9 January 2022
A collection of 150 vintage glass ships in bottles and new glass artworks 
go on show at the Scottish Maritime Museum on Irvine Harbourside, 
Ayrshire, on Saturday 11 September.

The Glass Ships in Bottles exhibition, which runs until 9 January 2022, 
has been curated by Dr Ayako Tani, a glass artist and researcher specializing 
in the industrial and cultural history of glassmaking at the National Glass 
Centre in Sunderland.

The exhibition of exquisite glass ships tells a remarkable story of 
ingenuity. Faced with redundancy following the decline of heavy industry 
in the 1970s, highly skilled scientific glassblowers in England combined 
their experience making laboratory apparatus in an open flame with artistic 
flair to create and sell glass ships in bottles.

The Glass Ships in Bottles exhibition also includes ‘Vessels in Memory’, 
an oral history and art project featuring filmed conversations with former 
scientific glassblowers who describe their work.

The exhibition is included in museum admission.  Up to three children 
go FREE with each adult admission. For more information go to https://
www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/when-the-glass-is-half-full-scottish-
maritime-museum-announces-glass-ships-in-bottles-exhibition/ 

https://www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/poignant-tapestry-weavings-and-shipwreck-images-offer-new-perspective-on-the-battle-of-jutland/
https://www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/poignant-tapestry-weavings-and-shipwreck-images-offer-new-perspective-on-the-battle-of-jutland/
https://www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/poignant-tapestry-weavings-and-shipwreck-images-offer-new-perspective-on-the-battle-of-jutland/
https://www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/when-the-glass-is-half-full-scottish-maritime-museum-announces-glass-ships-in-bottles-exhibition/
https://www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/when-the-glass-is-half-full-scottish-maritime-museum-announces-glass-ships-in-bottles-exhibition/
https://www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/when-the-glass-is-half-full-scottish-maritime-museum-announces-glass-ships-in-bottles-exhibition/
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National Museum of the Royal Navy Explosion Museum
‘Spitfires of the Seas’ coming to Gosport

Watch out for the opening of a new exhibition at the National Museum of 
the Royal Navy’s Explosion Museum in Gosport. Two of historic naval 
boats nicknamed ‘Spitfires of the seas’ have been painstakingly moved into 
position for a new exhibition which will open in the autumn.

The boats, coastal motor boat CMB331 and motor torpedo boat MTB71, 
arrived at the Explosion Museum after being brought 100 miles by road 
from Yeovilton, Somerset, where they have been stored. The 60-foot 
attack motor craft were deployed during the Second World War armed 
with torpedoes for close-range attacks.

They will now play starring roles in the new exhibition, The Night 
Hunters: The Royal Navy’s coastal forces at war, which will open in the 
autumn to tell the story of the Royal Navy’s coastal forces from inception 
in August 1916 to their demise in the late 1950s.

Nick Hewitt, head of collections and research said, ‘It’s an incredible 
opportunity to pay tribute to these boats and the crew who manned them 
by putting them at the very centre of our exhibition.’

https://www.nmrn.org.uk/news-events/nmrn-blog/historic-spitfires-
sea-take-high-road-be-centre-stage-major-new-permanent

Mystic Seaport Museum
A Spectacle in Motion: 

‘The Grand Panorama of a Whaling Voyage 
“Round the World” ’

29 May 2021–27 March 2022
In 1848 New Bedford artists Benjamin Russell and Caleb Purrington 
announced to the world they had completed their Grand Panorama of a 
Whaling Voyage ‘Round the World’. Russell was an emerging artist and 
bankrupt whaling investor who had just spent 42 months (1841–4) on a 
whaling voyage to the Indian Ocean and North Pacific aboard the ship 
Kutusoff. When he returned, Purrington joined him in creating this massive 
painting as a commercial enterprise for public entertainment. Performed 
as a moving panorama, this 1,275-foot long and 8-foot high painting was 
separated on four alternating spools, which were mounted in a theatre or 
public hall for a paid performance. It toured the east, transported by train, 
ship and wagon to Boston, New York and as far west as St Louis.

Don’t miss this opportunity to join a whaling voyage ‘round the world’ 
through the eyes of a Yankee whaler!

https://www.mysticseaport.org/explore/exhibits/the-grand-panorama/ 

Teign Maritime and Shanty Festival
4–5 September 2021
The 2019 festival was a huge success, filling the towns of Teignmouth and 
Shaldon with crowds of supporters, raising the profile of shanties and the 
River Teign community, as well as raising £2,000 for charity via collections 
over the festival weekend. 

Sadly, due to the Covid situation, the 2020 festival had to be cancelled, 
but 2021 will be an even bigger and better festival, with around 40 sets of 

https://www.nmrn.org.uk/news-events/nmrn-blog/historic-spitfires-sea-take-high-road-be-centre-stage-major-new-permanent
https://www.nmrn.org.uk/news-events/nmrn-blog/historic-spitfires-sea-take-high-road-be-centre-stage-major-new-permanent
https://www.mysticseaport.org/explore/exhibits/the-grand-panorama/
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shanty singing groups attending – up from 27 in 2019, coming from all 
over the UK as well as overseas. One of the shanty groups attending, The 
‘Longest Johns’, were featured in Gareth Malone’s television programme 
The Choir and also performing are Teignmouth’s very own sea shanty 
singing group, the Back Beach Boyz.

In addition there will be whole host of maritime talks and various 
experiences available, including: maritime wood carver; scrimshaw 
history; Johanna Lucretia tall ship; traditional lobster pot weaving; 
seaweed production; knot tyers; rope-making machine; heritage cockle 
sieve producer; River Teign Shellfish Company; whaling history; maritime 
storyteller; South Devon fever ships talk; Dartmouth Mayflower model 
film; maritime poetry.

Weather permitting, there will also be pilot gig rowing taster sessions 
over the weekend. https://www.teignshantyfestival.co.uk 

National Maritime Museum
Tudors to Windsors: British royal portraits

28 May–31 October 2021
Come face-to-face with the kings and queens who have shaped British 
history for over 500 years. Tudors to Windsors: British royal portraits, will 
include over 150 of the finest portraits from across five royal dynasties.

Discover how royal portraiture has developed over the last five 
centuries, from Henry VII to Elizabeth II at https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/
royal-history 

Tickets go on sale from 21 April. Adults £10, Children £5, Student/
Under 25 £6.50

Become a member to receive exclusive early access.

Online Exhibitions
Merseyside Maritime Museum

Life on Board
The stunning new Life on Board gallery will be open for visitors when the 
museum reopens after the current restrictions.

Exploring the moving and fascinating stories of Liverpool’s seafarers 
and passengers, the Life on Board gallery highlights the stories of the 
merchant sailors who drove the city’s prosperity, as well as tales of the 
people who sailed aboard leisure liners.

Uncover the dangers, joys, cultures and community at the heart of 
seafaring, from the 1700s to the present day and find out more about ship 
passengers and crews, and the lives they led on board.

The new gallery also includes the fascinating Archives Centre, featuring 
National Museums Liverpool’s vast collection of maritime and slavery 
records. This includes an interesting series of blogs on life at sea, including 
some of the difficult issues faced by mariners today.

https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-
maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery 

https://www.teignshantyfestival.co.uk
https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/royal-history
https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/royal-history
https://www.rmg.co.uk/membership
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/archivescentre
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery
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Lloyds Register Foundation Heritage Education Centre

Online exhibitions and stories: explore the fascinating heritage of Lloyd’s 
Register through their engaging online exhibitions and stories.

https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/whats-on/online-exhibitions-stories 

Online Lectures and Seminars
English Travellers to Venice, 

1450–1600
E. G. R. Taylor Lecture, 14 October 2021

Professor Michael G. Brennan, University of Leeds
This lecture focuses on early-modern 
Anglo-Venetian relations and is based on a 
forthcoming Hakluyt Society volume of edited 
texts of accounts by English travellers at this 
period, including those by pilgrims, diplomats, 
merchants, scholars, spies, religious exiles, 
mariners and youths undertaking educational 
‘grand tours’. Travellers represented in this 
volume include the pilgrims William Wey 
and Robert Langton, Protestant and Catholic 
religious exiles such as Cardinal Reginald 
Pole, the diplomat Thomas Wyatt, the 
historian William Thomas, the educationalist 
Roger Ascham, the courtiers Philip Sidney 
and Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford, the spy 
Stephen Powle, the ambassador Sir Henry 
Wotton, the traveller and writer Fynes 
Moryson and the Anglo-Irish Catholic convert 
Henry Piers. This lecture will also explore the 
liminal geographical, political and religious 
space occupied by Venice between Western 
and Ottoman cultures and how these travellers 
utilized Venice as both a destination in its own 

right and as a traditional stopping point on longer journeys to the Holy 
Land, Ottoman Empire and the Far East. Specific attention will be paid to 
contemporary illustrations of daily life in Venice, such as those included in 
Giacomo Franco’s two volumes of engravings, Habiti d’huomeni e donne 
venetiane (1610) and La Citta di Venetia (1614). The cartographical and 
artistic importance of early maps of the city will be assessed, including large 
foldout maps in publications by Bernard Breydenbach (1486), Hartmann 
Schedel (1493) and Jacop de’ Barbari (1500). 

This will be available virtually and details will be available in due course 
from: https://rin.org.uk/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1495588&group= 

‘Venetian Courtesan,’ from Thomas 
Coryate, Crudities, London, 1611 (By 
permission of Special Collections, the 
Brotherton Library, University of Leeds)

https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/whats-on/online-exhibitions-stories
https://rin.org.uk/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1495588&group
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Nautical Archaeology Society
Webinar Series

The Nautical Archaeology Society’s 2021 Under the Water Webinar Series 
will feature monthly talks or discussions on underwater heritage topics 
from the development of the discipline, to submerged cave archaeology to 
prehistoric submerged landscape archaeology.

Thanks to funding support from the Honor Frost Foundation the 
webinar series is free to join. If after the event you would wish to donate 
to the NAS’s work you can do so here.

https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-
webinars

Podcasts and YouTube Resources
The Mariner’s Mirror Podcast

As many readers will know, in October 2020 the Society launched ‘The 
Mariner’s Mirror’ Podcast, supported by the Lloyds Register Foundation. 
Already, tens of thousands of people have listened to almost 50 episodes of 
the world’s no. 1 podcast dedicated to all of maritime and naval history. With 
one foot in the present and one in the past, the podcast brings you the most 
exciting and interesting current maritime projects worldwide, including 
excavations of shipwrecks; the restoration of historic ships; sailing classic 
yachts and tall ships; unprecedented behind the scenes access to exhibitions; 
museums and archives worldwide; primary sources and accounts that bring 
the maritime past alive as never before. The podcast is presented by Dr Sam 
Willis, well known for presenting many history programmes on television.

Recent editions have included: in the iconic ships series, the USS 
Constitution, HMS Belfast and the Cutty Sark; the Sunken Library, 
and extraordinary collection of books found in a seventeenth-century 
shipwreck; and a short film on the Lost Village of Hallsands. 

If you haven’t yet checked out ‘The Mariner’s Mirror’ Podcast, go to 
https://play.acast.com/s/the-mariners-mirror-podcast 

University of New South Wales Australian Naval History 
The Australian Naval History Podcast Series discussed important and 
little known event in the history of the Royal Australian Navy. It brings 
together in discussion historians and veterans to outline and analyse 
each topic. Over a hundred panellists have taken part from Australia and 
overseas. https://www.unsw.adfa.edu.au/podcasts/ 

Dr Alexander Clarke 
Discussions and talks on a wide range of naval history topics Youtube 
channel #NavalHistoryLive

Jamie’s Armoured Carriers
Archive footage and accounts of the operation of the Royal Navy’s 
armoured carriers in the Second World War.

Youtube Channel Armoured Carriers and www.armouredcarriers.com.

https://honorfrostfoundation.org/
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/Pages/Appeal/
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-webinars
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-webinars
https://play.acast.com/s/the-mariners-mirror-podcast
https://www.unsw.adfa.edu.au/podcasts/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE2x09tU0GwAGiSbFPEhIwQ?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE2x09tU0GwAGiSbFPEhIwQ?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx5-bVhJD0qTT0_A-zXKo0A
http://www.armouredcarriers.com/
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New Books by Members
J. Bingeman, P. Simpson and D. Tomalin The Wrecks 

of HM Frigates: Assurance (1753) and Pomone (1811): 
Including the fascinating naval career of Rear-Admiral Sir 
Robert Barrie, kcb, kch (1774–1841) Oxbow Books £43.15

With the thought of treasure, Isle of Wight islander Derek 
Williams researched ancient local wreck records. Top of 
his extensive wreck list was the 40-gun frigate Assurance 
lost in 1753 while returning from Jamaica with Governor 
Trelawny on board, whose story possibly inspired Robert 
Louis Stevenson to write Treasure Island. Derek’s first dive 

at the western point of the Isle of Wight, the Needles, put him on top 
of cannons, various wreckage and Spanish-American pieces-of- eight, all 
scattered at the foot of the rock face. As a result the site was designated the 
sixth British historic protected wreck site. When the authorities decided 
that further professional help was needed, author and diver John Bingeman 
supplied his Portsmouth Royal Naval diving team, and together with 
David Tomalin, county archaeologist, developed the full potential of this 
important site. Over the next nine years the team conducted annual visits 
to excavate the site; they successfully recovered 3,471 artefacts including 
cannon weighing 1½ tons. Some of these cannon post-dated Assurance, 
leading to the identification of a second 38-gun frigate, Pomone, lost in 
1811. The extensive correspondence of her captain, Robert Barrie, was 
discovered by Paul Simpson to have been archived by Duke University, 
North Carolina. It features Pomone’s continuous actions during the French 
Napoleonic wars, followed by his appointment to the 74-gun Dragon 
when he saw action in Chesapeake Bay during the 1812–15 war with 
the USA. Returning to North America as Senior Naval Officer Canada, 
Commodore Barrie made quite a name for himself improving the political 
relationship between the USA and Canada; he is remembered by the 
Canadian City named for him. Previously un-researched archaeological 
finds are featured, including the development of rigging blocks, gunlocks, 
military buttons and ship’s chain pumps, all superbly illustrated, as well 
as the results of research into numerous other artefacts of the period. 
Appendices contain the transcripts of the two ship’s courts martial and 
make fascinating reading. Captains seem to be blameless while their 
navigating officers are held responsible even going to prison. Perhaps not 
surprising when tried by fellow captains!

N. Cossons (ed.) Chatham Historic Dockyard: World 
power to resurgence Historic England, £19.95

Nowhere in the world is it possible to see such an intact naval 
dockyard for the building and maintenance of the ships of 
the sailing navy as at Chatham. This book, edited by Neil 
Cossons, Jonathan Coad, Andrew Lambert, Paul Hudson 
and Paul Jardine, all experts in their fields, brings together 
their combined knowledge to tell the dockyard’s history, 
from Elizabethan origins to fleet base and shipbuilding 
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yard, from sail to steel to submarines. They set out the extraordinary scale 
of the legacy and the challenges of the future once the yard closed in the 
1980s.

This is a story of the creation of the Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust 
and the management of an outstanding historic asset for the benefit of the 
public. Profusely illustrated, it is the first authoritative account of how 
Chatham’s dockyard was saved for the nation and managed for nearly 40 
years to exemplary standards.

B. Lavery Anson’s Navy: Building a fleet for empire 
1744–1763, Seaforth Publishing, introductory offer £32, 
publication date 28 September 2021

Despite a supreme belief in itself, the Royal Navy of the 
early eighteenth century was becoming over-confident 
and outdated, and it had more than its share of disasters 
and miscarriages including the devastating sickness in 
Admiral Hosier’s fleet in 1727; failure at Cartagena, and 
an embarrassing action off Toulon in 1744. Anson’s great 

circumnavigation, though presented as a triumph, was achieved at huge 
cost in ships and lives. And in 1756 Admiral Byng was shot after failure 
off Minorca.

In this new book, the best-selling author Brian Lavery shows how, 
through reforms and the determined focus of a number of personalities, 
that navy was transformed in the middle years of the eighteenth century. 
The tide had already begun to turn with victories off Cape Finisterre in 
1747, and in 1759 the navy played a vital part in the ‘year of victories’ 
with triumphs at Lagos and Quiberon Bay; and it conducted amphibious 
operations as far afield as Cuba and the Philippines, and took Quebec. The 
author explains how it was fundamentally transformed from the amateurish, 
corrupt and complacent force of the previous decades. He describes how it 
acquired uniforms and a definite rank structure for officers; and developed 
new ship types such as the 74 and the frigate. It instigated a more efficient 
(if equally brutal) method of recruiting seamen, and boosted morale and 
motivation and a far more aggressive style of fighting. The coppering of 
ships’ hulls and the solving of the problems associated with longitude and 
scurvy, were also hugely significant steps.

Much of this transformation was due to the forceful if enigmatic 
personality of George, Lord Anson. In a largely static society, he changed 
the navy so that it was fit for purpose, and in readiness for Nelson just 
decades later. Using a mass of archival evidence and a mix of official 
reports and personal reminiscences, this book offers a fascinating and 
engrossing analysis of all these far-reaching reforms, which in turn led to 
the radical transformation of Britain’s navy into a truly global force. The 
consequential effect on the world’s history would be huge.

A. Howlett The Development of British Naval Aviation, 1914–1918 
Routledge, 2021, offer price £96, ebook £29.99 

The Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) revolutionized warfare at sea, on land, 
and in the air. This little-known naval aviation organization introduced 
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and operationalized aircraft carrier strike, aerial anti-
submarine warfare, strategic bombing, and the air defence 
of the British Isles more than 20 years before the outbreak 
of the Second World War. Traditionally marginalized in a 
literature dominated by the Royal Flying Corps and the 
Royal Air Force, the RNAS and its innovative practitioners, 
nevertheless, shaped the fundamentals of air power and 
contributed significantly to the Allied victory in the First 
World War. The Development of British Naval Aviation 
utilizes archival documents and newly published research 
to resurrect the legacy of the RNAS and demonstrate its 
central role in Britain’s war effort.

M. Lincoln London and the Seventeenth Century: The 
making of the world’s greatest city, Yale University Press, 
2021, £18.99

The Gunpowder Plot, the Civil Wars, Charles I’s execution, 
the Plague, the Great Fire, the Restoration, and then the 
Glorious Revolution: the seventeenth century was one of 
the most momentous times in the history of Britain, and 
Londoners took centre stage.

In this fascinating account Margarette Lincoln charts 
the impact of national events on an ever-growing citizenry 
with its love of pageantry, spectacle, and enterprise. Lincoln 

looks at how religious, political, and financial tensions were fomented by 
commercial ambition, expansion, and hardship. In addition to events at 
court and parliament, she evokes the remarkable figures of the period, 
including Shakespeare, Bacon, Pepys and Newton, and draws on diaries, 
letters and wills to trace the untold stories of ordinary Londoners. Through 
their eyes, we see how the nation emerged from a turbulent century poised 
to become a great maritime power with London at its heart, the greatest 
city of its time.

Society for Nautical Research
Membership Report 1 April 2021 to 30 June 2021

New members
Calum Mercer Royal Navy, Farnham, Surrey
Samuel Guggenheimer Arlington, Virginia, USA
William Sayles Madison, Wisconsin, USA
Thomas Moorhead Sorrento, Western Australia
James Nebi Mililani, Hawaii, USA
James Barry  Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Allen Murray Plymouth, Devon
Ed Williams-Hawkes Topsham, Devon
Jane Wickenden Gosport, Hampshire
Dr Joel Baer Saint Paul, Minnesota USA
Michael Williamson Badingham, Suffolk.
Dr Henry Kriegstein Hingham, Massachusetts, USA
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Andreas Michaelis London
Jeffrey Mellefont Pyrmont, New South Wales, Australia
Kate Reid-Smith Amaroo, Australian Capital Territory
Catherine Lorigan Reading, Berkshire
John Amabilino Royal Navy, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire
Levant Sadikoghu New York, USA
Dean Martins Royal Navy, Ontario, Canada
Paul O’Donnell Royal Navy, Waltham Forest, London
Peter Smith Royal Navy, Grantham, Lincolnshire
Alex Vowinckel London
John Stys Royal Navy, Oak Park, Illinois, USA
Ian Boreham Royal Navy, Ipswich, Suffolk
Greg Darby Royal Navy, Rotherfield, East Sussex
Tracy James Royal Navy, Fleet, Hampshire
Colin Hothersall Luton, Bedfordshire
Dr Jeffrey Wall Royal Navy, Overland Park, Kansas, USA
Hywel Thomas Royal Navy, Crawley, West Sussex
Commodore K. Winstanley Eccleshall, Staffordshire
Matthias Beckmann Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany
Dennis Flewelling North Saanich, British Columbia, Canada
Robert Duffy Royal Navy, Needham Market, Suffolk
Peter Nowell Royal Navy, Portsmouth, Hampshire
Dr Jakob Seerup Regiohovedstaden, Denmark
Dr David Harrap Abingdon, Oxfordshire
Elliott Berry Royal Navy, Hornchurch, Essex
Michael Chapman Bovingdon, Hertfordshire
Nigel Pickford Royal Navy, Charing, Kent
Professor T. King New London, Connecticut, USA

New student members
Steve McClellan Tulsa, Oklahoma USA
Lingziao Wu Royal Navy, Hyogo, Japan
Caroline Boom Royal Navy, Nun Monkton, North Yorkshire
William Boyd Royal Navy, Darlington, Durham
Mark Hipgrave Royal Navy, New Farm, Queensland, Australia
Geoffrey Cunnington Harpenden, Hertfordshire
Harrison Croft Royal Navy, Williamstown, Victoria, Australia
Mrs Suzanne Foxley Niedersachsen, Germany

Reported deaths
Tim Severin Royal Navy, Inchy Bridge, Co. Cork, Ireland
Professor Sean McGrail Chilmark, Salisbury, Wiltshire
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